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ABSTRACT
A recent airborne TEM survey in the Machile-Zambezi Basin of south western Zambia revealed
high electrical resistivity anomalies (around 100 $\Omega$m) in a low electrical resistivity (below 13 $\Omega$m)
background. The near surface (0-40 m depth range) electrical resistivity distribution of these anomalies appeared to be coincident with superficial features related to surface water such as alluvial fans and flood plains. This paper describes the application of transient electromagnetic soundings (TEM) and continuous vertical electrical sounding (CVES) using geo-electrics and time domain induced polarization to evaluate a freshwater lens across a flood plain on the northern bank of the Zambezi River at Kasaya in southwestern Zambia. Coincident TEM and CVES measurements were conducted across the Simalaha Plain from the edge of the Zambezi River up to 6.6 km inland. The resulting TEM, direct current and induced polarization data sets were inverted using a new mutually and laterally constrained joint inversion scheme. The resulting inverse model sections depict a freshwater lens sitting on top of a regional saline aquifer. The fresh water lens is about 60 m thick at the boundary with the Zambezi River and gradually thins out and deteriorates in water quality further inland. It is postulated that the freshwater lens originated as a result of interaction between the Zambezi River and the salty aquifer in a setting in which evapotranspiration is the net climatic stress. Similar high electrical resistivity bodies were also associated with other surface water features located in the airborne surveyed area.
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Introduction

The interaction between surface water and groundwater has been studied extensively around the world (Milosevic et al., 2012; Shanafield and Cook, 2014; Sophocleous, 2002; Westbrook et al.,
Increasingly geophysical methods are being incorporated into such studies. Specific examples of studies that have used geophysical data to investigate hydrogeological phenomenon include Bauer et al. (2006) who described the process of salt accumulation on islands within the Okavango Delta, related to the interaction between surface water and groundwater under evapo-concentration using a combination of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) (which is the same as CVES with respect to geo-electrics) and hydrodynamic modeling; Sonkamble et al. (2014) who evaluated the extent of aquifer pollution from industrial effluent across the flood plain of the Palar River at Ambur Town (India) using 1D and 2D geo-electrics correlated with in-situ water quality data and ground penetrating radar; Shalem et al. (2014) who studied the interaction of the Alexander River with groundwater as it cuts its way across a mostly sandy Quaternary coastal aquifer on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea; and Zarroca et al. (2014) who evaluated coastal discharge processes at the Peníscola marsh on the Spanish Mediterranean coast using electrical resistivity imaging and temperature, salinity and $^{224}$Ra, $^{222}$Rn tracer tests coupled with petrophysical analysis.

Thus geophysical techniques such as ERT are well suited for gathering data at high spatial resolution in comparison to for example point measurements of hydrogeological parameters at sparsely spaced boreholes (Zarroca et al., 2014). An overall assessment strategy using a combination of different geophysical methods and traditional hydrogeological methods can therefore be advantageous (Brodie et al., 2007; Rubin and Hubbard, 2006). In this regard, TEM (Danielsen et al., 2003; Harthill, 1976; Nabighian, 1991; Xue et al., 2012), direct current geo-electrics (DC) (Aizebeokhai, 2010; Dahlin, 2001; Loke, 1999; Loke et al., 2013) and induced
polarization (IP) (Bertin and Loeb, 1969; Dahlin et al., 2002; Fiandaca et al., 2012; Fiandaca et al., 2013; Titov et al., 2002) techniques are quite suitable for environmental and hydro-geological investigations particularly in sedimentary terrain.

Traditionally, TEM, DC and IP techniques have been deployed separately even for investigations at the same study site (Bauer et al., 2006; Ezersky et al., 2011; Guerin et al., 2001; Nassir et al., 2000; Vaudelet et al., 2011) although it is now common to have instrumentation that measures both DC and IP in the same field setup (Aristodemou and Thomas-Betts, 2000; Marescot et al., 2008). As a result, different types of datasets are quite often generated for the same physical or environmental phenomenon by inverting each type of dataset individually. Nevertheless, major benefits can be derived from joint inversion of different types of data that observe the same phenomenon and can lead to more accurate interpretations. Thus many studies have successfully used one form of joint inversion or another such as DC-TEM (Albouy et al., 2001; Christiansen et al., 2007; Danielsen et al., 2007), and MRS-TEM (Behroozmand et al., 2012; Vilhelmsen et al., 2014). Examples of DCIP joint inversions are scarce in the literature with the normal practice being to independently invert the DC and IP data either as separate inversion jobs or in one inversion job but without any of the datasets influencing the other during the inversion process. Furthermore, joint DCIP-TEM inversions have not been reported in the literature before. This paper therefore presents a first case study of joint inversion of DCIP-TEM data.

The focus of this paper is on local scale electrical resistivity anomalies derived from interpreting regional scale airborne TEM data in terms of surface water/groundwater interaction in the Machile-Zambezi Basin. The objectives were to describe the occurrence of high electrical resistivity anomalies in the low electrical resistivity background environment of the Machile-Zambezi Basin;
conduct local scale TEM and direct current-induced polarization (DCIP) CVES measurements along a transect cutting across an area exhibiting electrical resistivity anomalies; evaluate the benefits of joint inversion of the local scale TEM and DCIP data in comparison to separate inversions; and to evaluate the inverse resistivity section in terms of surface water groundwater interaction taking place at the local site.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study site

The study area is in the southern central low lying areas of the Machile-Zambezi Basin on the northern banks of the Zambezi River. The area is drained by three main tributaries of the Zambezi River namely Loanja, Machile (or Kasaya) and Ngwezi. The downstream reaches of the Machile and Ngwezi streams respectively flow across seasonally flooded plains as single channels before entering the Zambezi. However the Loanja stream terminates inland to form an inland delta or alluvial fan. The Loanja alluvial fan and the Simalaha flood plain (bound by Kasaya River to the west and the Zambezi River to the south) were the two local areas of interest for this study. However, the combined TEM/CVES transect is reported only for the Simalaha flood plain (Figure 1).
2.2 Data collection and pre-processing

Airborne data was conducted along 8 flight lines totalling 1000 line kilometres using the VTEM system (GEOTECH, 2011). Four of the flight lines were oriented southwest to northeast whereas the other 4 were oriented from northwest to southeast (Figure 1 in Section 2.1). Details about the airborne survey and about the processing, inversion and interpretation of the collected TEM data are
given in Chongo et al. (2015). Cross sections of the airborne TEM data along the Loanja and Simalaha profiles (Figure 1 in Section 2.1) are shown in Figure 2 (a.) and (b.) respectively. These depict superficial electrical resistivity anomalies in an otherwise low electrical resistivity background (saline environment) and were the basis of the detailed local scale study conducted on the Kasaya transect presented in this paper.

Figure 2: (a) Electrical resistivity cross section along Loanja Profile (Figure 1 in Section 2.1) from the airborne transient electromagnetic data. (b) Interpolated electrical resistivity cross section along Simalaha Profile (Figure 1 in Section 2.1) from the airborne TEM data. Note that Loanja and Simalaha profiles are not drawn to scale nor are they the same length since Loanja Profile (about 106 km long) is along a flight line whereas Simalaha Profile (about 5.7 km long) cuts across flight lines and as a result has a more limited data extent.

The detailed local scale geophysical investigation conducted across the Simalaha Plain at Kasaya (Figure 1 in Section 2.1) comprised:
i. 6.6 km of CVES (Loke, 1999; Loke et al., 2013; Nassir et al., 2000) measurements at 5 m electrode spacing using the gradient array (Dahlin and Zhou, 2006) with 25,003 data points. The Terrameter LS (ABEM(a), 2012) was used for the CVES to measure both direct current electrical resistivity (DC) (Loke et al., 2013) and time domain induced polarisation (IP) (Johnson, 1984) hence the term DCIP to denote the combination of DC and IP measurements in a roll-along setup (information on the transmitter and receiver characteristics of the Terrameter LS is given in Section 2.3 below); and

ii. 64 single site TEM (Christiansen et al., 2006) soundings using the Aarhus University/ABEM WalkTEM system; and another set of 64 central loop TEM soundings using the Geonics ProTEM 47D instrument (Geonics, 2006) at the same positions as the WalkTEM soundings. Thus the total number of TEM soundings along the transect line was 128 spaced at approximately 100 m along the 6.6 km transect line per pair of WalkTEM/ProTEM 47D soundings (information on the transmitter and receiver characteristics of the WalkTEM is given in Section 2.3 below). However data from the ProTEM instrument was not used for this paper.

The DCIP data was pre-processed by removing all data points with negative electrical resistivity and data variations greater than 1.5 %. The data that was removed this way represented only 3.3 % of the original data —i.e. 851 filtered out measurements from a total of 25,857 DCIP measurements. The data set was then imported into the Aarhus Workbench with the IP data gated into 10 channels. Data processing in the Workbench comprised semi-automatic removal of bad IP data by setting a maximum slope change for the IP decay curves followed by visual inspection of the DC and IP data points along the profile and consequent disabling of the outliers. The DCIP noise model was set to 1.03 uniform standard deviation (USTD) on DC and 1.15 USTD on IP whereas the threshold on
voltage was set to 2.0 mV. For the WalkTEM data we used data from 77.6 µs to 2.84 ms, focusing on the deep information only.

2.3 Instrumentation

As mentioned above, the geophysical equipment used for this paper comprised the Terrameter LS for geo-electric measurements and the WalkTEM for transient electromagnetic measurements. Waveform characteristics for the Terrameter LS (ABEM(a), 2012) and the WalkTEM (ABEM(b), 2014) are outlined below in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 respectively.

2.3.1 Terrameter LS waveform characteristics

The transmitter waveform of the Terrameter LS was in the form of a square wave and comprised a positive and a negative pulse as shown in Figure 3. The period of the transmitter waveform was automatically determined by the Terrameter LS to be 6.15 s taking into account the power line frequency of 50 Hz and DC delay and acquisition times of 0.4 s and 0.6 s respectively and the time needed to perform the chargeability measurements. Thus the transmitter waveform was characterized by a 1 s positive pulse, followed by an off time of 1.77 s and then a negative pulse also of 1 s duration followed by an off time of 2.38 s. IP measurements were performed during both off times. Self-potential measurements on the other hand were conducted only during the second off time hence its longer duration. Each measurement comprised at least two cycles so that measured voltages could be averaged in order to eliminate zero shift and linear drift during the measurement cycle (ABEM(a), 2012). Furthermore, the shape of the transmitter waveform prevented polarization from occurring at the electrodes in addition to removing any background voltage or self-potential (Binley and Kemna, 2006).
Figure 3 (a) Terrameter LS transmitter current and voltage waveforms and input voltages from various input channels based on the 4 electrode configuration. (b) Induced polarization decay curves from the various channels of the Terrameter LS measured during transmitter current off time.

The Terrameter LS is a multichannel auto switching instrument which when compared to instruments with separate transmitter/receiver units has low power, voltage and current ratings of not more than 250 W, 1000 V and 3 Amperes respectively. This is in contrast to the 3000 V/10 A reachable with separate transmitter/receiver instruments. However, multichannel auto switching instruments allow for more freedom in the array selection for using arrays with small geometrical factor values (e.g. the gradient array) in comparison with instruments with separate transmitter/receiver units (i.e. the dipole-dipole configuration). The low geometrical factor values imply higher...
IP voltages sampled by the instruments which partly compensates for the smaller injected current (Gazoty et al., 2013). In addition, processing of the full-decay IP data (as was the case for this paper) allows for the effective deletion of spurious decays such that in the end there is reliable data with multichannel auto-switching instruments also in addition to tomographic coverage.

2.3.2 WalkTEM waveform characteristics

The WalkTEM instrument utilises a short duration (about 10 ms) current pulse to induce eddy currents into the subsurface which in turn generate secondary electromagnetic fields that can be detected by a receiver coil placed at the surface (ABEM(b), 2014; Christiansen et al., 2006; Nabighian, 1991). Characteristic waveforms and earth responses for a TEM sounding depicting the low moment and high moment curves are shown in Figure 4. The low moment is designed obtaining information about the conductivity structure of the shallow subsurface whereas the high moment provides information about the conductivity structure of the deeper subsurface.

![WalkTEM transmitter waveform](image1)

![Typical earth response](image2)

Figure 4: (a) WalkTEM transmitter waveform; and (b) Typical earth response.
2.4 Inversion methodology

DC and TEM data were inverted separately using the 1D laterally constrained inversion (LCI) (Auken et al., 2005) scheme. Subsequently, a joint inversion using the mutually and laterally constrained inversion scheme of Christiansen et al. (2007) was conducted on the DC and TEM data as a single inversion. This was then extended to include IP data using the Cole-Cole model setup (Fiandaca et al., 2012; Gazoty et al., 2012b) so that the final inversion was a joint inversion of DCIP and TEM data. Thus the DCIP and TEM model parameters being modelled comprised (intrinsic chargeability ($M_0$), frequency dependence constant ($c$), time constant ($\tau$), formation electrical resistivity ($\rho$) and layer thicknesses). The inversion algorithm Aarhusinv (Auken et al., 2014) was used for all inversions presented in this paper.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the interval of TEM soundings along the Kasaya transect was approximately every 100 m whereas the DCIP data was collected with 5 m gradient array electrode spacing. The lateral constraints on the TEM models were setup such that each TEM model was constrained only to the adjacent TEM model on either side along the transect line. Similarly, each DCIP model was constrained only to the adjacent DCIP models. Treatment of mutual TEM/DCIP constraints is explained below.

The reference lateral constraint on electrical resistivities was set to 0.3 and scaled according to:

$$C_i = C_r \times \frac{d}{d_r}$$

where $C_i$ = lateral constraint on resistivity [dimensionless fraction]; $C_r$ is the reference constraint [dimensionless fraction]; $d$ is the distance between respective models [m]; and $d_r$ is the reference distance which was set to 10 m. Furthermore, the reference constraint on depths was set to 1 m and
scaled according to depth so that the deeper layers had relatively tighter constraints. The constraint
values mentioned above can be considered as medium for the resistivity values and tight for the
depths. These were used because they were found to give a reasonable inversion result using trial
and error procedure.

Lastly, mutual constraints were applied between the TEM and DCIP models using depths of layers
to set the constraint width and scaled according to the power law given above (equation 1). Thus,
the deeper layers had wider and tighter constraints between TEM and DCIP models because the
constraints were only applied if the distance between respective TEM and DCIP models was less
than or equal to the layer depth. The reference constraint between TEM and DCIP models was set to
0.1 but the reference depth was the same as for the lateral constraints (Christiansen et al., 2007).

2.5 Petro-physical considerations

The petro-physical relation for the Kasaya area was estimated using the following equations
(Kirsch, 2009; Mualem and Friedman, 1991; Rhoades et al., 1989),

\[
\sigma_o = \sigma_w \theta^u + \sigma_{sfc} \\
\sigma_{sfc} = 1000 \times (2.3 \times C - 0.021)
\]

Where \(\sigma_o\) = bulk conductivity or formation conductivity [\(\mu\)S/cm]; \(\sigma_w\) = pore water conductivity
[\(\mu\)S/cm]; \(\theta\) = volumetric water content [dimensionless]; \(u\) = exponent on volumetric water content
reported as 2.5 by Kirsch (2009)) \(\phi\) = porosity [dimensionless]; \(\sigma_{sfc}\) = surface conductivity
[\(\mu\)S/cm]; and \(C\) = volumetric clay content [dimensionless] (Kirsch, 2009). The constant 1000 is a
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The unit conversion factor from mS/cm to µS/cm whereas the constants 2.3 and 0.021 are empirical factors as derived by Rhoades et al. (1989).

For fully saturated conditions applicable to groundwater, the volumetric water content was taken to be the same as the porosity meaning that Equation 2 could be simplified as:

\[ \sigma_o = \sigma_w \theta^\nu + \sigma_{f c} \quad (4) \]

where the porosity exponent, \( \nu = u - 1 \) (5).

The various parameters of equation 2 and 3 (porosity, porosity exponent and clay content) were adjusted in order to obtain the best curve fitting through the Kasaya pore water point and the unsaturated formation resistivity point Figure 3 (a.). The Kasaya pore water point was defined by the pore water conductivity measured from the borehole fluid by Banda et al. (2014) using an electrical conductivity meter, and the formation electrical resistivity below the water table as measured by the TEM method. The layered earth model derived from 1D inversion of the TEM sounding at Kasaya was comparable to the induction borehole log of Banda et al. (2014) at the Kasaya School borehole Figure 3 (b.). The TEM sounding was conducted using a 40 x 40 m central loop configuration with the centre of the loop coincident with the borehole. The unsaturated formation resistivity point was defined by a pore water electrical conductivity of 0 µS/cm, denoting absence of pore water, and the formation electrical resistivity above the water table as measured by the TEM method.
Figure 5: (a.) Illustration of the variation of the petro-physical relation (Equation 1) for different parameters (porosity ($\phi$), volumetric water content exponent ($u$) and clay content ($C$). Kasaya curve
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is the curve fitting the measured borehole fluid conductivity at Kasaya and the unsaturated formation resistivity measured by TEM at the same location. (b.) Variation of electrical resistivity with depth from an induction log and TEM sounding at Kasaya School in Machile-Zambezi Basin.

At present, a petro-physical relationship between IP parameters and hydrogeological parameters is difficult to define. However, Pelton et al. (1978) observed that chargeability (Cole-Cole parameter $M_0$) and time constant (Cole-Cole parameter $\tau$) were directly proportional to fluid concentration and that grain size was inversely proportional and directly proportional to $M_0$ and $\tau$ respectively. On the other hand, Slater and Lesmes (2002) using an experimental laboratory freshwater intrusion into salty water model observed that the chargeability was directly proportional to the fluid resistivity –i.e. inversely proportional to the fluid conductivity in contrast to observations by Pelton et al. (1978). Furthermore, Slater and Lesmes (2002) could not find any clear correlation between chargeability and clay content for various mixtures of sand and bentonite clay. However, a correlation was found to exist between clay content and the product of fluid conductivity and chargeability.

Given the observations by Slater and Lesmes (2002), the petro-physical relation given by Equation (2) is assumed to hold for this study, given that the electrical resistivity models produced from the joint DCIP-TEM inversion are informed or constrained by the chargeability models. Further research is required for better treatment of IP parameters with respect to hydrogeological considerations (Gazoty et al., 2012a; Gazoty et al., 2012b; Weller et al., 2013).
2.6 Depth of investigation

The depth of investigation (DOI) (Christiansen and Auken, 2012; Oldenburg and Li, 1999; Roy and Apparao, 1971; Spies, 1989) can be used as a way of evaluating the degree to which measured data and their associated uncertainty or noise level are able to resolve the parameters of an inverse layered earth model (Christiansen and Auken, 2012). In this paper, DOI estimation was based on recalculation of the Jacobian matrix of the final 1D inverse model, taking into account the full system transfer function, system geometry, the data and the noise level on the data (Christiansen and Auken, 2012), but not taking into account in the computation the model regularization. From the Jacobian matrix, cumulated sensitivities were computed from which the DOI was deduced based on an empirical cumulative sensitivity threshold value or global threshold (Christiansen and Auken, 2012). Two global threshold values were used in this paper: 0.75, for deeper estimation of DOI (or lower DOI) and 1.5, for shallower estimation of DOI (or upper DOI). It should be noted that different DOIs will result for inverse models from different data types based on the same global threshold because the sensitivities of the different data types do not behave in exactly the same way. For example, DC data have higher sensitivities for the shallower subsurface whereas TEM data are more sensitive to conductive layers at greater depth (Christiansen and Auken, 2012). The DOI is presented on the model cross sections in form of colour fading with the upper DOI having a slightly darker shade than the lower. Thus model parameters above the DOI can be said to be well resolved whereas those below it are not. In addition to DOI, data residuals are also typically used as a measure of the fit between the data and the model although the information contained in the data residuals is also implied in the DOI.
3 Results and discussion

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the airborne survey results show electrical resistivity variations correlated with surface water features in both the Simalaha Plain and the Loanja Alluvial Fan (Figure 1 and Figure 2). However, only the results of the Simalaha Profile survey are tackled in this paper.

3.1 Separate inversions

LCI of DC (Figure 6 a.) data resulted in a detail of electrical resistivity variations and clearly delineated a conductive layer about 5 m thick on top of a high electrical resistivity lens that thins out from left to right –i.e. south to north– with respective lowering of electrical resistivity values. The DOI could not go beyond the high resistivity lens especially where the lens was thick and the resistivities relatively very high, but was able to penetrate comparatively deeper where the high resistivity lens had thinned out. In addition, the DOI was very variable along the model cross section and was typically very shallow at both ends, but mostly a few meters less or more than 40 m. The shallow DOI at both ends is a consequence of lack of data in the deeper parts as a result of the four electrode configuration which has a shallower penetration depth for shorter electrode spacing.

LCI of TEM (Figure 6 c.) data shows reduced detail of electrical resistivity variations but improved resolution of electrical resistivity interfaces at depth. The TEM is able to look beyond the high resistivity lens with a much deeper DOI, meaning that model parameters are resolved at larger depths with the TEM data. In addition, the DOI varies more uniformly being deeper at the beginning of the transect line (around 100 m) and shallower at the end (around 50 m). This variation of DOI is indicative of the sensitivity of the TEM method to conductive layers at depth. At
the beginning of the transect line, the resistive lens is thicker and therefore the depth to the conductive layer is deeper than at the other end of the transect line, where the resistive lens is thinner and the depth to the conductive layer is shallower.

Figure 6: Inverse electrical resistivity cross sections and residual plots. (a.) – (b.), inverse electrical resistivity cross section and residual plot respectively for LCI of DC data; (c.) – (d.), inverse electrical resistivity cross section and residual plot respectively for LCI of TEM data; and (e.) – (f.),
inverse electrical resistivity cross section and residual plot respectively for MCI-LCI (i.e. joint inversion) of DC and TEM data. On the residual plots, blue lines are for DC residuals whereas green lines are for TEM residuals.

3.2 Joint TEM-DC inversions

Evaluation of the inversion result from joint inversion of DC and TEM data (Figure 6 (e.) in Section 3.1) shows that major benefits can be derived when TEM and DC data are incorporated into the same inversion job. Variation of DOI for the DC models became much more uniform although it remained at more or less the same level as with the DC only LCI. However, the determination of the depths of different electrical resistivity layers showed a marked improvement in the DC models, which indicates that the characteristic of TEM data to clearly determine layer depths migrated into the DC models during the inversion process. Furthermore the TEM inverse models from the joint inversion still showed a deeper DOI in addition to being in good agreement with the DC data in the upper parts of the section (Figure 6 (e.) in Section 3.1). Thus CVES data was able to improve the resolution of TEM data in the shallow subsurface, whereas TEM data was able to improve the determination of depths, resistivities and thicknesses in the DC data throughout the transect line.

3.3 Joint TEM DCIP inversions

The results of the Joint TEM-DCIP inversion are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, with respect to electrical resistivity and chargeability distributions along the Kasaya transect line. Other additional parameters (τ and c), with the potential of further characterising the aquifer and sediments at Kasaya, were also produced from the DCIP-TEM joint inversion. However these have not been presented or tackled in this paper as doing so would require substantial additional research and analysis beyond the scope of the current study.
Figure 7: (a.) Inverse electrical resistivity cross section, (b.) inverse chargeability cross section, and (c.) data residual plot from joint inversion of DCIP and TEM data. The green line is for TEM residuals whereas the blue and red lines are for DC and IP residuals respectively.
Figure 8: (a.) – (c.) zoom in inverse electrical resistivity cross section, inverse chargeability cross section, and data residual plot respectively from joint inversion of DCIP and TEM data for distance interval 0 – 1,000 m. (e.) – (f.) zoom in inverse electrical resistivity cross section, inverse DCIP-TEM Electrical resistivity cross section
DCIP-TEM Chargeability cross section
DCIP-TEM Residuals
Profile coordinate (m)
chargeability cross section, and data residual plot respectively from joint inversion of DCIP and TEM data for distance interval 4,000 – 5,000 m.

Thus the model cross sections from joint DCIP-TEM inversion (Figure 7 and Figure 8) show:

i. a low electrical resistivity layer about 5 m thick with electrical resistivity values ranging between 1 - 12.6 Ωm at the top;

ii. a middle high electrical resistivity lens which is about 60 m in the south (left hand side) and thins out towards the north (right hand side) to about 22 m where an electrical resistivity gradient of 200 to 30 Ωm is observed from south to north respectively.

iii. the high electrical resistivity lens underlain by a transition layer with thickness ranging between about 5 to 10 m and electrical resistivity values in the range of about 15 Ωm. This layer diminishes at about 4600 m from the beginning of the transect line.

iv. formation resistivity of around 3.6 Ωm below the high electrical resistivity and transition layers.

v. an inverse chargeability model with three distinct layers in the first half of the section and a heterogeneous mix of chargeability in the second half. Between 0 to about 3,300 m an approximately 5 m thick 20–40 mV/V chargeability layer overlies a 90 – 120 mV/V chargeability layer with variable thickness of about 20-40 m. This in turn is underlain by a 15-20 mV/V chargeability layer below which the chargeability values are about 7 mV/V. After 3,300 m the chargeability section is more or less mixed or chequered and shows a lesser degree of layering. Chargeability values below the chequered section are about 10 mV/V.

The distribution of chargeability along the Kasaya Transect appears to be an indication of the layering of the sediments along the transect line in addition to being correlated with the electrical
resistivity distribution in a manner similar to the experiment of Slater and Lesmes (2002). The chargeability therefore had an added value of defining the stratification and zones where freshwater possibly infiltrated and replaced salty groundwater. Furthermore it should be understood that the main benefit of integrating DC, TEM and IP data all together is to obtain a unique model where the geometry and parameter values are defined by all the available information. Thus the resulting models are data driven in both the shallow part (due to DCIP data) and at depth (as a result of the TEM data). Thus this is not a matter of DOI only and an attempt to give an augmented interpretation in terms of changes in electrical resistivity and IP due to changes in fluid conductivity with reference to the petro-physical/ textural considerations of the study area is given below.

In the experiment of Slater and Lesmes (2002), a sample of de-aired sand was first saturated with pure water (electrical resistivity = 1000 Ωm) and then flushed with 33 pore volumes (25 l x porosity) of NaCl (electrical resistivity = 4.54 Ωm) followed by gradual reintroduction of 37 pore volumes (27 l x porosity) of pure water. Measurements of electrical resistivity and chargeability were performed during the initial introduction of NaCl solution and the reintroduction of pure water. From this, Slater and Lesmes (2002) observed that the bulk or formation electrical resistivity reduced with the introduction of saline water and recovered with the reintroduction of pure water. They also noticed that the chargeability increased with fluid electrical resistivity in such a way that the chargeability curve was almost a mirror of the electrical resistivity curve. Thus, the fact that the high chargeability distribution along the Kasaya transect appears to coincide more or less with the high electrical resistivity distribution suggests that processes similar to those modelled by Slater and Lesmes (2002) are at play in the Kasaya area. In other words, the high chargeability observed along the Kasaya transect has to more to do with the infiltration of fresh water into a pre-existing saline environment. The high chargeability section would therefore be an indicator of the physical extent.
of where salty water has been replaced by recent fresh water. This concept of fresh water replacing pre-existing saline groundwater under through flow conditions is also supported by Banda et al. (2015) through their sediment dilution experiment in which 20 g of drill core sediment samples from the Machile-Zambezi Basin were placed in 50 ml centrifuge tubes and filled with deionised water. They then placed the tubes in a mechanical shaker in order to dissolve mineral phases until equilibrium was reached after which deionised water kept being replaced in the centrifuge tubes until the electrical conductivity was almost zero, indicative of complete removal soluble salts. Nevertheless this interpretation would benefit from borehole verification through measurements of EC values and other hydrogeological data along the Kasaya Transect. However site conditions at the time of the geophysical survey prevented the deployment of machinery or equipment needed for the drilling of boreholes. Lack of access roads coupled with swampy conditions during the rainy season meant that any form of drilling was nearly impossible.

3.4 Hydrogeological interpretation

Available borehole records for the Kasaya area (Kameyama (2003) and Banda et al. (2014)) indicate that the main aquifer material is composed of mixed and alternating sequences of sand and clay. Nevertheless comparison of a coincident TEM sounding with the borehole record and induction log at Kasaya (Figure 5 b) indicates that the alternating sequences of sand and clay below the water table are seen as one layer with average resistivity of 3 \(\Omega\text{m}\). Above the water table the formation resistivity of the unsaturated zone was determined as 44 \(\Omega\text{m}\) (resistivity standard deviation factor = 1.07, i.e. \(\pm 3 \Omega\text{m}\)) from the TEM inverse layered earth model. The interface between the 44 \(\Omega\text{m}\) layer and the 3 \(\Omega\text{m}\) layer at 10.6 m (depth standard deviation factor = 1.01) was taken to represent the water table although the water level reading in the borehole record at Kasaya indicates the water table to be at 13.2 m. The difference in depth between the water table recorded
in the Kasaya borehole record and the one inferred from the TEM sounding could be as the result of
either systematic and random errors when the water table was measured or the effects of the
capillary fringe or a combination of both factors; it might also just be that the TEM method is not
very accurate at making quantitative estimates of the water table. Nevertheless the induction log
profile appears to be in agreement with the TEM sounding (Figure 5b) and given the low standard
deviation factors on both the electrical resistivity and the depth, the 1D electrical resistivity model
derived from the TEM sounding is considered to be very precise.

Rhoades et al. (1992) classified non saline water as having electrical conductivity (EC) of less than
700 µS/cm, with anything above this threshold falling into one of five other degrees of salinity with
the highest being the category of brines having EC greater than 45000 µS/cm. Therefore based on
equation 2, freshwater aquifers in the Kasaya area can be considered to have a formation resistivity
of greater than or equal to 29.4 Ωm; 5.6 – 29.4 Ωm for slightly to moderately saline groundwater;
and 5.6 Ωm or less for very saline groundwater (Zarroca et al., 2011). This classification of aquifer
salinity should be viewed as representing the order of magnitude, since the petro-physical relation is
bound to be site specific depending on the distribution of clay content and porosity. It can be seen
from the measured pore water conductivity at Lipumpu Village, which falls at its own unique
position different from the petro-physical considerations at Kasaya (Figure 5a). Therefore, the top 5
m layer with heterogeneous resistivity values ranging between 1 - 12.6 Ωm is probably a layer of
moist top soil with varying degrees of porosity, clay content and water content; the localised lower
electrical resistivity values being attributed to higher localised clay content compared to areas with
higher localised electrical resistivity. In addition, the high electrical resistivity lens, below the 5 m
top soil layer, shows resistivity values greater than the 44 Ωm threshold for non-conducting pore
water, within 1800 m from the edge of the Zambezi River. A possible explanation is that this region
is composed of coarser textured sediments (sand) whose bulk electrical resistivity is governed primarily by the pore water conductivity in comparison with clayey materials whose bulk electrical resistivity is also influenced by the salts retained on the surface of the clayey minerals (Zarroca et al., 2011). Therefore the surface conductivity component of equation 1 would be significantly reduced leading to a rise in formation conductivity above the 44 Ωm for non-conducting pore waters. Beyond 1800 m from the edge of the Zambezi River, the petro-physical relation appears to hold with electrical resistivity values around 30 Ωm indicative of freshwater. Below the fresh water lens, the petro-physical relation suggested by equation 1 also holds and with electrical resistivity values all below 3 Ωm; this part of the aquifer is expected to have pore water conductivity above 20,000 µS/cm. This distribution of electrical resistivity values along the Kasaya transect, into three distinct zones, indicates infiltration of fresh surface water into a pre-existing saline aquifer. The interaction of surface water and ground water as suggested by the geophysics is conceptualised in Figure 7, and is probably driven by evapotranspiration and recharge from the Zambezi River.
The major drivers are conceptualised as seasonally varying water table in the Zambezi River, localised seasonal rainfall and flooding, overland flow and evapotranspiration.

In addition, the separation of the chargeability section (Figure 7b) mid-way into a well layered part (0-3,300 m) and a chequered part (3,300.6,600 m) appears to correlate well with the extents of the plain and forest areas. The layered chargeability section is in the plain whereas the chequered chargeability section is in the forest. The reason for the high chargeability values and their distribution is unknown.

3.5 Regional scale perspectives

The landscape of the Machile-Zambezi Basin comprises a southern central low lying area (elevation between 900 – 950 m amsl) surrounded by moderate relief hilly areas from southeast to southwest in a clockwise direction. The drainage network is such that all streams flow from the hilly areas into the low lying area and either terminate into alluvial fans or eventually end up into the Zambezi River. It is therefore likely that the groundwater regime in the upper reaches of the stream network is dominated by local flow systems with influential streams (Sophocleous, 2002). From the transition between the hilly areas and the low lying area up to the Zambezi River the topography exhibits very low gradient. Consequently the groundwater flow is probably dominated by intermediate and regional flow systems. These interact with a seasonal flood cycle whereby the river system is influential during flooding and effluent during the dry season (Main et al., 2008; Sophocleous, 2002). Thus surface water / groundwater interaction in the Machile-Zambezi Basin can be said to be driven by recharge in the high elevation areas and a mix of seasonally alternating exfiltration and infiltration in the moderate to low relief areas.
An evaluation of a satellite image encompassing the lower reaches of the Loanja River and the Kasaya area (Figure 10 a) shows the main channel of the Loanja River emerging from the high relief belt and broadening into an alluvial fan in the low relief region. Overlying the satellite image with a mean horizontal electrical resistivity map for depth interval 0-20 m from the airborne TEM (Figure 10 b.) shows that the alluvial fan is coincident with the higher electrical resistivity values. A similar observation can also be made about the Simalaha Floodplain (Chongo et al., 2015). The lack of borehole records along the Kasaya Transect makes it extremely difficult to constrain the geophysical result to geomorphological and hydro-chemical features. However Chongo et al. (2015) do give an interpretation of the regional electrical resistivity distribution based on textural and pore fluid considerations that in general associate high electrical resistivity values with coarser sediments and low groundwater salinity; and low electrical resistivity values with intercalations of finer and coarser sediments and high groundwater salinity as illustrated in Table 1 below.
Figure 10: (a) Satellite imagery (ESRI worldly 2D) showing termination of Loanja River into an alluvial fan in the Sesheke area, south-western Zambia. (b) Superimposition of horizontal mean resistivity map for depth interval 0-20 m onto an ESRI worldly 2D Imagery.

Table 1: Correlation of formation electrical resistivity, pore water conductivity and lithology for available complete borehole records in the Machile-Zambezi Basin (Chongo et al., 2015).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Borehole</th>
<th>Location [UTM 35S]</th>
<th>Pore Water Conductivity [µS/cm]</th>
<th>Formation Resistivity[Ωm]</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV_31</td>
<td>8098183.40</td>
<td>237931.96</td>
<td>372.24</td>
<td>179.48</td>
<td>Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_08</td>
<td>8099759.76</td>
<td>262479.77</td>
<td>577.80</td>
<td>99.31</td>
<td>Clayey Sand and sandstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_29</td>
<td>8076339.01</td>
<td>211449.36</td>
<td>459.53</td>
<td>32.75</td>
<td>Sandstone/ Basalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_12_02</td>
<td>8137425.81</td>
<td>299048.19</td>
<td>466.58</td>
<td>32.52</td>
<td>Sand/ Sandstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_36</td>
<td>8068825.60</td>
<td>288165.00</td>
<td>636.02</td>
<td>24.19</td>
<td>Sand/ Sandstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_01</td>
<td>8070051.34</td>
<td>231262.64</td>
<td>2220.91</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>Sandy Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV_26</td>
<td>8096066.40</td>
<td>289747.90</td>
<td>4659.35</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>Clayey sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Conclusion

A combination of TEM and DCIP measurements processed under joint inversion provided insight into the nature of surface water / groundwater interaction on the northern bank of the Zambezi River at Kasaya in southern Zambia. To our knowledge, this is the first time that joint inversion of TEM and DCIP data has been conducted. The joint inversion showed a fresh water lens about 6.6 km in length from the edge of the Zambezi River. This was found to be about 60 m thick at the interface with the river and slowly thinned out further away from the river until it reached a thickness of about 22 m at the end of the transect line. The fresh water lens is postulated to have had been produced by a combination of river interaction with the aquifer and influenced by evapotranspiration. On a sub-regional scale, the hilly and higher elevation areas of the Machile Zambezi Basin act as recharge areas with influent streams, whereas the low lying areas interact with a seasonal flood cycle whereby the river system is influent during flooding and effluent during the dry season.
Finally, the combination of DCIP and TEM data in a joint inversion produced better inverse models with well resolved model parameters based on DOI considerations. The TEM method was better at resolving electrical resistivities and thicknesses for the deeper layers whereas the DC LCI produced inverse models with well resolved electrical resistivities and layer thicknesses in the shallow sub-surface but could not resolve these parameters at well enough at depth. However the DC method provided more data density. Joint inversion of DCIP and TEM data thus produced a result with the benefits of both high spatial density and good determination of electrical resistivities and layer thicknesses both in the shallow subsurface and the deeper subsurface. Including IP data in the inversion had the added value of indicating the stratification and zones where fresh surface water has probably infiltrated into the sub-surface and replaced salty groundwater.
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